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About This Game

DO YOU LIKE TO PUNCH THINGS?!

Punch Bomb is a virtual reality arcade game where you punch things! Wield the HTC Vive motion controllers as fists, and
punch the bombs away from you before they explode in classic mode! Or don't let the bomb past you as it keeps coming back,

dodge obstacles, and fight bosses in Grav Bomb!

Complete challenges to unlock new fists with unique particle effects! Mix and match fists, and punch things your way!

Utilize powerups and rack up large combos to maximize your score, dominate your friends, and show everyone who's the best at
punching things on the global leaderboards.

And, above all, have fun and PUNCH SOME THINGS!
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Title: Punch Bomb
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Chris Folea
Publisher:
Chris Folea
Release Date: 13 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590 or equivalent or greater

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GTX 970 or equivalent or greater

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Play with headphones!

English
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interesting game with sort of good graphics, especially the top down isometrics

worth it. It's an alright game, but personally I don't think it's worth it. I think Raptor: Call of the Shadows was a better game and
I was playing that back in the mid 90's. The flexibility in this game is tremendous, you can totally customize your ship, which
normally I find really enjoyable but in this case I feel like it's a bit over the top. You can just spam 7 weapons on your ship and
upgrade them all with targeting and bouncing and piercing and then all you do is just hold the left mouse button and win... I feel
like there's not enough space on the screen for proper dodging and aiming and since ALL weapons can be configured for
targeting it pretty much removes the need to AIM your weapons. This genre is one of my favorites but this one really doesn't
have the flow that I was looking for.. I love this game. cant really see why people hate on it. Its characters and story are really
nice and the tried and true gameplay is fun as always. 10\/10.. Backed the game back in 2014, now I only have access to the free
version and I have to pay again for full game. No reply from customer services.. +The main feature of this game is that it can be
played by twitch streamers whos subscribers names appear in the game.
-While this is neat, its mostly just a gimmick to promote free advertising for a bad game design. If the game was actually fun to
play and interesting to watch someone play, this would be a good thing, except its just the opposite.

-The problem is the UI. The UI has sliders hidden behind button menus whose sole purpose for being in the game is to make
you micro-manage those sliders. This creates an artificial difficulty level, unless you constantly pause the game and waste
unecessary real time. This seems to be done purely to distract, annoy, and frustrate the twitch streamer throughout the game. Its
as if it was designed for a phone using a touch screen and not a twitch streamer. Rather than making the game actually
challenging- you will find yourself struggling mainly against the UI as the the sliders I mentioned earlier are pureposly designed
to waste your time. On top of that you must click spam constantly to be effective and there are no hotkeys to activate your skills
in the game. So you must click constantly, then stop clicking and click a skill.
By the way, when you stop to click a skill you stand still and you can be repeatedly knocked down by enemies and this interrupts
your skills, putting you in an unaviodable death loop if you are knocked down a single time near a decent group of enemies.

-Strange coincidence? The troll "gallops" and steers and breaths just like a horse. Also, what troll lives in a castle? Pretty sure
this orignally was a game about a knight on a horse defending from orcs rather than a troll. Its so obvious that its painful. Its
almost as if there was some last minute changes due to lack of funding, a artist willing to complete the unfinished assets, or a
copyright claim, or some other barrier. Its hard to believe this was done intentionally, but either way to me its a red flag
signaling bad decisions.

-The game runs at 24 fps no matter what graphics setting you run it at.

-The whole stream to decide wether the game would be free or not is laughable. Its should be fairly obvious that this was the
only option they had to get anyone to not refund the game within the time limit and to attempt to get a larger audiance to pay for
the DLC. A good strategy.

-The real troll is the game developer for implimenting these poorly crafted systems and actually expecting someone to freely
promote this painful experience by streaming it. I mean it would be a great marketing strategy, if it was actually a good game.
Instead, its a dull experience that doesn't end. Due to all of the repition of the core game loop the game becomes a grind that
only becomes less appealing.

+If the UI is ever completly redone, hotkeys are added, and the core game loop becomes less repetitive, with zero need to pause,
it might actually work out. Check back for version 2.0 or 3.0 etc if they are still working on it, but with so many problems I
wouldn't get your hopes up. What seems more likely is that another developer will try a similar idea and do it properly.
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Unfortunately I can't recommend the game - it has an awfully neat visual style and nice music, but some optimisation issues
aside there just... seems to be something wrong with the controls. Primarily the double-jump functionality, which seems unable
to remember whether or not you're already airborne. Oftentimes this leads to a jump from a platform performing the double
jump immediately, leading you to fall short as you can't jump a second time. So far the first\/tutorial level's been uncomplete-
able due to this issue.. What an absolute disaster of a game, this game is a mess in everything other than its presentation.

The story is kinda fun, and the art style is attractive, reminds of John Kricfalusi style from Ren and Stimpy.

Everything about the design of this game however is inherently wrong, this extends beyond my opinion, it is just simply not a
good game.

The controls are incredibly stiff for starters, it is one of those games that requires you to take a second for each action, there's
never enough animations to make anything feel smooth, and generally speaking the checkpoints, difficulty, and enemy
placement seems random and exaggerated.

It is almost as if the game developers thought they could get away by making an extremely short game by throwing massive
groups of enemies at you that kill you in just a few hits.

This enemies get annoying because they're repetitive, and the sound effects that they do almost don't ever stop, making it
difficult to even distinguish between their different lines of dialog.

Their attacks most of the times either consist in just charging you and damanging you by hitting you, or alternatively by just
shooting at you.

The game screen is such a mess at times however that after a while it gets difficult to even watch the incoming bullets.

The developers of the game didn't even care enough to restrict the player to kill the enemies before moving to the next section
of the level.

You can literally get through most prolongued sections of the levels by holding the key to move foward, whilst also holding the
key to jump.

You'll literally skip through most enemies.

Not that it matters because there are cases in which the game "locks" you in an specific part of a level only to then swarm you
with enemies.

Each weapon feels exactly the same, with varying damage degrees, the animations only change when you're shooting them, and
every enemy dies in exactly the same way.

I don't understand how can anybody claim this is a good experience, or a good game, it isn't even like a random mediocre flash
game, it just has unbereable, and horrible design at its core.

You can enjoy it, that's your opinion, but you cannot say this game is good for the simple reason that it is inherently incoherent
in its design.

This has a beautiful art style but it is a horrible, horrible game, it is only fun when I'm looking at the cutscenes, or at the loading
screens...

Whenever I get into the gameplay even the art style of the game gets botched thanks to some horrible animations.

Don't get it, got it on sale, and I'm getting a f***ing refund.. this single demo is the one thing making my $800 face tv worth it!
I never had as much fun just getting from a-b.
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. It won't exactly overwhelm you with the amount of content it adds, however the new units round out the roster nicely while the
new structures are really neat. Not to mention the additional researchable upgrades, which are icing on the supreme commander
cake.

Also, the Infinite War battle pack is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665cheap so you have nothing to loose by purchasing
it!

Unfortunately since "Wargaming Seattle", formerly Gas Powered Games, has been disbanded we will probably never see
another Supreme Commander.... So this game is a text adventure by Choice of Games, which has many games on its website
and mobile devices. They create their own games and host other games that people write using their software. If you care more
about plot than cutscenes and running around then you will like this game, if you don't then perhaps you should go play
something else. I love visual novels, and this is very similar except no pictures.
This is the third and final game of the original trilogy (they are supposed to release a fourth game with a different protagonist).
You can import your saves from the second game or start new. There are a lot of choices and endings in this game, or at least it
seemed like there were more compared to the first one. The major villian from the first game shows up as a companion this
time, and now you are on the run from the law. Your parents, who were put in jail for killing a supervillain, are about to be
executed, and you need to find a way to save them without getting arrested. There are several romances, and you can be
male\/female and gay\/straight. All the romances from the firs two games show up again, and new ones are also avaliable.. Not a
big fan of it.

Seemed a bit sloppy, no exit for the game until it's done.

Pretty sure every answer was linear regardless of what you chowse.

Not worth the 2$. Very nice wholesome Visual Novel. A simplistic puzzle game that includes 50 levels, 10 easy, 30 medium and
10 hard. For $1 it is worth the purchase and if you get it on sale its a steal! Its a great game if you are looking something more
slow paced and relaxing or just something to kill a couple of minutes through out your day while you wait for another game to
update/install.

Depending on how well you can complete these puzzles the game will take you 30 minutes to 1 hour to go through and complete
all 50 levels. Once you complete all 50 levels you will have also unlocked all 14 achievements for this game too. Which also
makes it a good game if you want a few extra easy achievements. [Please note: This review was made before the DLC was
changed to Add-on Pack. as such, the review was made during the time the Add-on Pack DLC was called the Season Pass.]

What is a Season Pass? What does it cover? I've seen a lot of Season Passes at my time playing games, and this one disappoints
me.

Unlike other Season Passes, which I've had my share of by seeing my brother buy a Season Pass for a couple of games on both
the PS3 and PS4, A Season Pass is supposed to cover DLC pertaining to the Season Pass. This one kind of does, but doesn't at
the same time. Out of the four packs, only ONE is truely covered by the Season Pass, yet the DLC pack that's also in the store
for a price isn't listed as purchased, meaning I can literally buy the covered DLC twice if I'm not too careful. The other three
DLC packs aren't even in the store separately and buying the Season Pass is the only way to getting them. And it's the only way
to have Kid Generator Parts as well.

I'm not too disappointed in this pass, but I am mostly disappointed by it. It doesn't actually cover a lot of DLC Packs in the
store, but one (and it's not listed as purchased), and it has three packs that aren't even for sale separately. Kadokawa may need to
take notes with Bandai Namco Games, or other Season Pass sellers to see how a Season Pass should work.
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